forms of the written language used both kinds of characters, normally entrusting the semantic part to kanji and the functional parts to kana, which, being phonographic, could better express inflections and particles. Therefore, from around the tenth century onwards, we have texts written entirely in kanji, others written entirely in hiragana, or with a mixed form of writing that is kanji and kana called kanji kana majiri or kanji mixed with kana, that is the forerunner of the present day form of writing the Japanese language. In this way, kana greatly helped to make the writing of Japanese easier and more widespread.
It is clear that Japanese writing from the beginning up to this day has always maintained a strong influence of Chinese writing and language. It is then interesting to investigate the symmetries and asymmetries that developed between the Chinese writing stystem and the Japanese one, which derived from the former. In fact, this is one of the few cases in which a so-called "logographic writing" (Chinese) developed into a mixed logophonographic one, maintaining many logographic traits, but integrating it with the necessary phonographic elements. The whole history of Japanese writing is closely connected to Chinese characters and also to the Chinese language, in a sort of unavoidable fate that accompanied its birth and development.
In principle, the adaptation of Chinese characters in Japan used the following strategies, notwithstanding certain exceptions:
1. Chinese character/words imported as such and read with sino-japanese pronunciation, called on (音). 1 In this case, the use of characters is logographic. Same character and same meaning as Chinese, and approximate Chinese reading. 2. Chinese character/words were given Japanese values, that is, the Japanese translated the Chinese character/words into their own language (this is called the wakun 和訓 strategy). In this case also, the use of characters is logographic. Same character and same meaning as Chinese, but use of a Japanese word, called kun (訓). 3. Chinese characters used only for their phonetic value to represent syllables of the Japanese language. In this case, the use of characters is phonographic. This case is doublefold: the reading of the character could be derived from the sino-japanese or the autochthonous reading,
